Accuracy of Risk Prediction Models for Breast Cancer and BRCA1/BRCA2 Mutation Carrier Probabilities in Israel.
Several algorithms have been developed to assess the risk of predicting BRCA mutation and breast cancer (BC) risk. The aim of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of these prediction algorithms in the Israeli population. Risk for developing breast cancer and the probability for carrying BRCA1/2 mutations using BOADICEA, BRCAPRO, IBIS, MYRIAD and PENN2 models were computed for individuals counseled and genotyped at the Oncogenetics unit in 2000 and 2005. The predicted mutation carriers and BC risks were compared with actual carrier rates by genotyping and BC diagnoses derived from the Israeli National Cancer Registry database. Overall, 65/648 (10%) study participants were BRCA1/2 mutation carriers. Of 373 cancer-free participants at counseling, 25 had breast cancer by 2016. BOADICEA and BRCAPRO performed best for predicting BRCA mutation (AUC=0.741, 0.738, respectively). No model was clinically useful in predicting breast cancer risk. BOADICEA and BRCAPRO outperformed the other tested algorithms in BRCA mutation prediction in Israeli women, but none was valuable in breast cancer risk prediction.